
 

WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY 

 I am hereby agreeing to participate in driving or riding on an equestrian drawn vehicle 

with the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY. I fully understand that driving in an equestrian drawn 

vehicle (which includes driving around fences, other obstacles, and over steep and rough 

terrain) are very dangerous activities. I wish to participate in these activities knowing they are 

dangerous and assume all risk to me and my property.  

 As a member of the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY or as a nonmember who participates 

in the activities of the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY, I hereby consent to participate in the 

activities, including driving activities, in conjunction with the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY, and 

I hereby release the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY, its Directors, members, employees, and land 

owners from all claims, actions, or causes of action for injuries or loss sustained my myself 

which may arise out of participation in or attendance at MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY activities.  

I recognize that my driving and riding with the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY on any given day is 

wholly voluntary on my part. Although we expect the organizers of the event, the Board of 

Directors, and other volunteers of the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY to use their best 

judgement in selecting personnel and in conducting various events, the ultimate decision as to 

whether I participate or not in driving events and activities is mine. If I feel that weather or 

ground conditions are dangerous and that participating in an event is not advisable, I will not 

look upon the decision of the event organizers to conduct an event as an endorsement of the 

conditions and will make my own determination as to participation on a given day. As a result, I 

acknowledge that I take full responsibility for any injury I may incur as a result of the driving 

event activities.  

 The purpose of this release of liability is to define my relationship with the MANITOBA 

DRIVING SOCIETY and I am delivering it to you as a condition of becoming or continuing a 

member of the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY as a condition of driving or riding on an equestrian 

drawn vehicle or otherwise participating with the MANITOBA DRIVING SOCIETY as a guest.  

__________________________    ______________________________ 

Signature       Printed Name  

__________________________    ______________________________ 

Dated        ______________________________ 

_______________________     Address 

Witness       Phone #: ______________________ 

 


